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Fleet Broadband Service
Fleet BroadBand offers connectivity service & backup through a
robust network of L band satellites. It is accessible globally, except
for the extreme polar regions, and clients are able to select from
FBB 150, 250, 500 to best suit their ship’s needs. FBB makes it
possible web surfing, emails and to send and receive SMS (text
messages) to and from other FBB terminals and land-based
cellular networks through a computer. Voicemail and other
enhanced call management options are available, including
caller identification, caller barring and call forwarding.

Connectivity service & backup
through L band capacity
Global accessibility
Possibility to send and receive SMS

Voicemail and call management
option available
Different capacity availability: 25-75-250-1GB4GB-8GB-20GB-40GB
up to 432kbps Always-on IP data
up to 235kbps Guaranteed Steaming IP
up to 9 extra phone lines
GSM calls using prepaid SIM

ALL OUR SERVICES
VSAT
For high speed data
and voice transmissions
over Ku, C and Ka band
satellites.

Video Surveillance allows
reliable and accurate
records of the area.

Fleet Broadband offers
connectivity service
& backup through L
band capacity.

Premium Hot Spot.
Customize, monetize
and manage your Wi-Fi
platforms.

Iridium keeps ships
connected
everywhere on the
planet with pole-topole coverage.

WI-FI & GSM. Satellite
and 4G Internet
connection can be
distributed on board.

4G connection is
possible with a selection
of SIM packages and
different coverages.

Web Portal provides
real-time control of
your remote Internet
connection and other
information.

Cyber Security
Protection is a need
and the protection of
our customers is a must.

IPTV offers the ability to
stream media on different
devices like TVs, tablets
and smart phones.

Local Network
Management
Our 24/7 NOC is
immediately responsive
in case of problems.

VOIP4SAT
Make and receive
phone calls just like on
a domestic phone.

VPN provides
dedicated links and
bandwidth between
different areas.

SKY Service offers the
perfect solution for
streaming high quality TV
from SKY channels.
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